Abstract Complement is a central part of the immune system that has developed as a fi rst defense against non-self cells. Neoplastic transformation is accompanied by an increased capacity of the malignant cells to activate complement. In fact, clinical data demonstrate complement activation in cancer patients. On the basis of the use of protective mechanisms by malignant cells, complement activation has traditionally been considered part of the body's immunosurveillance against cancer. Inhibitory mechanisms of complement activation allow cancer cells to escape from complement-mediated elimination and hamper the clinical effi cacy of monoclonal antibody-based cancer immunotherapies. To overcome this limitation, many strategies have been developed with the goal of improving complement-mediated effector mechanisms. However, signifi cant work in recent years has identifi ed new and surprising roles for complement activation within the tumor microenvironment. Recent reports suggest that complement elements can promote tumor growth in the context of chronic infl ammation. This chapter reviews the data describing the role of complement activation in cancer immunity, which offers insights that may aid the development of more effective therapeutic approaches to control cancer.
The Complement System and Its Regulation
The complement system has classically been recognized as a central part of the innate immune response, which serves as a fi rst defense against microbes and unwanted host molecules. Physiological functions of complement include defending against pyogenic bacterial infection and disposing of immune complexes and products of infl ammatory injury (Walport 2001 ) . However, more recent fi ndings have revealed that complement orchestrates many more immunological and infl ammatory processes that contribute substantially to homeostasis (Ricklin et al. 2010 ) . Complement participates in such diverse processes as control of adaptive immunity, enhancement of humoral immunity, removal of apoptotic cells, regulation of the coagulation system, maturation of synapses, angiogenesis, mobilization of hematopoietic stem-progenitor cells, regeneration of tissue, and lipid metabolism. All these activities are mediated by more than 50 circulating or cell surface-bound proteins. These proteins can be zymogens (which become active enzymes upon activation of complement), effectors, receptors, or control proteins that help maintain wellbalanced activation and inhibition of the system. There are three well-established mechanisms of complement activation: the classical, lectin, and alternative pathways ( Fig. 11.1 ). The three complement pathways share the common step of activating the central component C3 but differ according to their activation mechanisms of target recognition.
The Classical Pathway
The fi rst component of the classical pathway is a complex formed by the hexameric C1q together with C1r and C1s, two serine protease proenzymes (Kojouharova et al. 2010 ) . Activation of this pathway is initiated by the recognition by C1q of the antibody constant regions of μ chains (immunoglobulin [Ig] M) and some γ chains (IgG) bound to target antigens. The classical pathway can also be activated in the absence of antibodies because C1q can recognize endogenous ligands such as dying cells, extracellular matrix proteins, pentraxins, amyloid deposits, prions, and DNA (Nauta et al. 2002 ; Sjoberg et al. 2009 ; McGrath et al. 2006 ; Ying et al. 1993 ; Mitchell et al. 2007 ; Jiang et al. 1992 ) . Binding of C1q activates C1s and C1r. C1s is a serine protease that cleaves C4 into two fragments: C4b, which binds to the cell surface through a thioester bond, and C4a, a soluble small fragment of unknown function that diffuses away. Next, complement C2 binds to C4b and becomes a target for C1s as well. The cleavage of C2 generates two fragments: C2a and C2b, which remains bound to C4b, forming the classical pathway C3 convertase (C4bC2b). In the complex C2b acts as a serine protease that cleaves C3 to C3b and C3a. C3b binds covalently to the cell membrane through its thioester bond and joins to the C3 convertase to form the classical pathway C5 convertase, C4bC2bC3b (Pangburn and Rawal 2002 ) .
The Lectin Pathway
The lectin pathway is analogous to the classical pathway. This pathway is activated by proteins homologous to C1q: mannose-binding lectin (MBL) and H-, L-or M-fi colins (Thiel 2007 ) . These proteins recognize repetitive carbohydrate patterns on pathogens, such as mannose and N-acetyl-glucosamine. After their binding, these proteins form a C1q-like complex with MBL-associated serine protease-2 (MASP-2), cleaving the complement components C4 and C2 to form the C3 convertase C4bC2b, which is common to the classical pathway activation route (Matsushita et al. 2000 ) .
The Alternative Pathway
The alternative pathway is mechanistically distinct from the classical and lectin pathways. It provides an initial line of innate immune defense, being initiated by spontaneous low-level hydrolysis of C3 (Pangburn et al. 1981 ) . The spontaneous hydrolysis of C3, also known as the "tickover" of C3, forms C3(H 2 O). C3(H 2 O) can bind to factor B, which is cleaved by factor D to form the initial alternative pathway C3 convertase, C3(H 2 O)Bb (Bexborn et al. 2008 ). This complex begins to convert C3 into C3b and C3a. In most cases this C3b is rapidly inactivated; however, some C3b can bind to complement-activating surfaces and associate with factor B, which, again, in complex with C3b, can be cleaved by factor D, forming the predominant alternative pathway C3 convertase (C3bBb). The stability of this convertase is enhanced by the binding of properdin (Hourcade 2008 ) . The fragment Bb on the C3 convertase cleaves more C3 and initiates an amplifi cation loop, generating more C3b that can create new alternative C3 convertases and the C5 convertase (C3bBbC3b).
Nonenzymatic Assembly of the Terminal Pathway Components
C5 cleavage by the C5 convertases (C4bC2bC3b or C3bBbC3b) initiates the second phase of complement activation. C5 is cleaved into C5a, the most potent anaphylatoxin in the arsenal, and C5b, which begins the nonenzymatic assembly of the terminal pathway components C5b-9 (membrane attack complex [MAC] ), which may lead to lysis in a process known as complement-dependent cytotoxicity (CDC). It is interesting to note that the MAC can also induce other responses in the cell: it can activate immune cells to release infl ammatory molecules, increase the resistance of cells to further lytic attack, drive cells to proliferate, and make cells more resistant to apoptosis (Cole and Morgan 2003 ) .
Alternative Routes of Complement Activation
Apart from the three major pathways, there are several bypass routes that have been shown to trigger complement activation at various stages. The lectin pathway can be activated directly by the binding of MBL to natural IgM antibodies bound to ischemic antigens in endothelial cells after ischemia/reperfusion injury (McMullen et al. 2006 ; Zhang et al. 2006 ). In the absence of C2/C4, but in the presence of alternative pathway components, some antigen-antibody complexes or certain oligosaccharides can lead to C3 activation (Selander et al. 2006 ) . C3 can be cleaved and activated by extrinsic proteases, such as thrombin or kallikrein, pointing to a crosstalk between the complement system and the coagulation cascade (Markiewski et al. 2007 ). C5 can also be cleaved by thrombin, bypassing C3 (Huber-Lang et al. 2006 ) . Finally, C5 can be cleaved by silica and asbestos fi bers through mechanisms involving the generation of free radicals (Governa et al. 2002 ) .
Complement Regulators
Regulation of complement activation is of critical importance for the homeostasis of the organism. Control proteins regulate complement at three main levels: they can inhibit the protease activity of the proteins involved in the activation cascade, they can facilitate the decay and destruction of convertases, and they can control MAC formation ( Fig. 11 .2 ). Many regulators share a varying number of a repeating motifs called short consensus repeats (SCRs), complement control protein repeats, or sushi domains. SCRs are globular domains containing approximately 60 amino acids and have a framework of conserved residues that includes four invariant cysteines, an almost invariant tryptophan, and highly conserved prolines, glycines, and hydrophobic residues (Kirkitadze and Barlow 2001 ) . These domains are thought to play a role in binding to C3 and C4 and their breakdown products.
Complement regulators have traditionally been grouped into two categories: soluble regulators and membrane-bound regulators. At least six complement regulators can be found in soluble form in plasma: C1 inhibitor, factor I, C4b-binding protein (C4BP), factor H, vitronectin (S protein), and clusterin (SP40,40). C1 inhibitor is a member of the serine family of protease inhibitors that inactivates C1r, C1s, and MASP-2 (Davis et al. 2008 ) . Factor I cleaves and inactivates C4b and C3b (Sim et al. 1993 ) . C4BP is a heterogeneous oligomeric protein that controls the classical complement pathway. After binding to C4b, C4BP inhibits complement by three different mechanisms. It prevents the assembly of the C3 convertase, accelerates the decay of the classical C3 and C5 convertases, and functions as a cofactor in the factor I-mediated inactivation of C4b (Blom et al. 2004 ) . Factor H, with its alternatively spliced variant factor H-like protein 1 (FHL-1), is mostly known as an inhibitor of the alternative pathway. Through its binding to C3b, factor H competes with factor B in the formation of the C3 and C5 convertases, displaces the Bb subunit from the convertases, and acts as a cofactor for factor I in the cleavage of C3b (Jozsi and Zipfel 2008 ) . Several recent studies have described the association of genetic variations in complement factor H with various diseases. Mutations or polymorphisms that alter the binding of factor H to C3b and polyanions are associated with atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome, whereas mutations that disrupt the plasma activity of factor H, leading to unrestricted activation of the alternative pathway, are associated with membranoproliferative glomerulonephritis type II (de Cordoba and de Jorge 2008 ) . A polymorphism at the factor H locus that causes a Tyr402His amino acid substitution in SCR7 confers a signifi cantly increased risk for age-related macular degeneration (Shaw et al. 2012 ) . Five complement factor H-related proteins encoded by genes closely linked to the factor H locus have been identifi ed. These proteins are involved in complement regulation, but their exact functions are not well-defi ned (Jozsi and Zipfel 2008 ) . Vitronectin and clusterin inhibit the insertion of the MAC into the membrane (Podack and Muller-Eberhard 1979 ; Jenne and Tschopp 1989 ) . Clusterin can also modulate cell differentiation and regulate the production of major pro-infl ammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-α and interleukin (IL)-6 (Falgarone and Chiocchia 2009 ) .
Complement activation is also controlled by membrane-bound complement regulatory proteins (mCRPs) such as complement receptor (CR) type 1 (CR1; CD35), membrane cofactor protein (CD46), decay-accelerating factor (CD55), and CD59 (protectin). CR1 is expressed by erythrocytes, neutrophils, eosinophils, monocytes, follicular dendritic cells, glomerular podocytes, B lymphocytes, and some T lymphocytes (Fischer et al. 1986 ) ; it functions as a cofactor for the factor I-mediated cleavage of C3b and C4b and accelerates the decay of the classical and alternative convertases (Fearon 1979 ) . CD46 is expressed in most cells (except erythrocytes) and acts as a cofactor of factor I in C3b/C4b cleavage (Liszewski et al. 1991 ) . CD46 also has been implicated in the regulation of T cells (Marie et al. 2002 ; Kemper et al. 2003 ) . CD55 is attached to the membrane by a glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor and is present in all blood elements and most other cell types (Medof et al. 1987 ) . CD55 accelerates the decay of the classical and alternative C3 and C5 convertases (Lublin and Atkinson 1989 ) . CD55 binds to CD97, which is expressed on macrophages, granulocytes, dendritic cells, and activated T and B cells, and simultaneously regulates innate and adaptive immune responses (Abbott et al. 2007 ). CD59, a GPI-anchored protein, is expressed by all circulating cells, vascular endothelium, epithelium, and most other cell organs (Morgan 1999 ) . CD59 binds C8 during the formation of MAC and inhibits the insertion of C9 into the lipid bilayer (Meri et al. 1990 ). Alternative roles for CD59, related to its GPI anchor signaling properties, also have been demonstrated in T cells, natural killer cells, and B cells (Kimberley et al. 2007 ).
Opsonization by C3b and Its Related Fragments
Activation of all three complement pathways results in the conversion of C3 into C3b. The nascent C3b molecule can trigger complement amplifi cation, but it can also be inactivated by proteolysis. Initial inactivation of C3b is mediated by factor I and its cofactors. Factor I catalyzes the proteolysis of two peptide bonds in the α′ polypeptide chain of C3b. The resulting products are the membrane-bound iC3b and a small peptide, C3f, which is released from the molecule. A third cleavage, catalyzed by factor I, generates the inert C3c and C3dg; C3c is released, and C3dg is retained on the cell membrane (Law and Dodds 1997 ) . Although further complement amplifi cation is abolished, recognition of C3b and its fragments by complement receptors on cells promotes phagocytosis. Complement receptors are grouped into three families: the SCR family members CR1 and CR2, the β2 integrin family members CR3 and CR4, and the Ig superfamily member CRIg. CR1 (CD35) is expressed in the majority of peripheral blood cells and recognizes C3b, C4b, iC3b, C3dg, C1q, and mannose-binding protein (Klickstein et al. 1997 ; Ghiran et al. 2000 ) . The main function of CR1 is to capture immune complexes on erythrocytes for transport and clearance by the liver (Taylor et al. 1997 ) . CR1 also promotes the secretion of pro-infl ammatory molecules, such as IL-1α, IL-1β, and prostaglandins; it also plays a role in the presentation of antigens to B cells and inhibits both the classical and alternative pathways via its decay-accelerating activity and cofactor activity in C3b/C4b cleavage (Krych-Goldberg and Atkinson 2001 ). CR2 (CD21) is an evolutionary homolog of CR1 but binds only to iC3b, C3d, and C3dg. On B cells, CR2 forms a coreceptor with CD19 and CD81. Binding of this coreceptor to the B-cell antigen receptor lowers the threshold for B-cell activation (Fearon and Carter 1995 ) . CR3 (CD11b/CD18) and CR4 (CD11c/CD18) are expressed by leukocytes and stimulate phagocytosis when bound to iC3b. In addition, they contribute to leukocyte traffi cking, adhesion, migration, and costimulation (van Lookeren et al. 2007 ). CRIg has recently been identifi ed as a complement receptor. It is expressed on a restricted subset of tissue-resident macrophages and may play an important role in phagocytosis (Helmy et al. 2006 ; He et al. 2008 ).
Biological Effects Mediated by Anaphylatoxins
During complement activation, soluble active fragments are released from C3, and C5. These bioactive peptides, C3a and C5a, were called anaphylatoxins because they were found to be potent multifunctional pro-infl ammatory molecules, acting as chemotaxins and leukocyte activators (Kohl 2001 ) . Anaphylatoxin receptors belong to the superfamily of G-protein-coupled receptors. They share high sequence homology but differ in ligand specifi city, signal transduction capacity, and function. The anaphylatoxin receptors are C3aR for C3a and C5aR and C5L2 for C5a. For C5a binding, the fi rst recognized receptor was C5aR-1 (Boulay et al. 1991 ) , also known as CD88. The orphan receptor GPR77 was later identifi ed as a second C5a receptor and was called C5a-like receptor 2 (C5L2) (Ohno et al. 2000 ) . C5aR is a classic G protein-coupled receptor, whereas C5L2 is an enigmatic receptor defi cient in G-protein coupling. This fact, together with the fact that the pathway for C5L2 after C5a binding is unknown, has prompted the suggestion that C5L2 is a default receptor that attenuates C5a biological responses by competing with C5aR-1. Nevertheless, this role for C5L2 has been challenged by results that point to its function as a positive modulator for both C5a-and C3a-anaphylatoxin-induced responses (Chen et al. 2007 ).
C3aR and C5aR are expressed in both myeloid and nonmyeloid cell types. The activities of anaphylatoxins are related to the cell types that express their receptors. They can increase vascular permeability; promote smooth muscle contraction; induce leukocyte recruitment; increase chemotaxis, migration, and phagocytosis in white blood cells; and promote the production and release of other pro-infl ammatory mediators (e.g., histamine) (Haas and van Strijp 2007 ) . Anaphylatoxins have been implicated in brain development (Benard et al. 2004 ) and tissue regeneration and fi brosis (Strey et al. 2003 ) . As described below, in recent years C5a activity also has been connected to cancer progression.
Cancer Immunity
A growing body of evidence supports the proposed capacity of the immune system to recognize malignant cells and regulate tumor growth. Cancer cells acquire several sequential genetic and epigenetic abnormalities that dictate malignant growth and produce changes in cell morphology, generating tumor-associated antigens that distinguish malignant cells from their normal counterparts. Those changes can induce the recognition of malignant cells by immune defense mechanisms mediated by T and B cells, protecting the host against the development of cancers (Pardoll 2003 ) . Tumor cells can also become susceptible to natural killer cells as a result of the decreased expression of self-class I major histocompatability complex (Karre et al. 1986 ), the expression of stress-induced proteins (Bauer et al. 1999 ) , and the presence of mitosis-associated alterations of the cell membrane (Nolte-'t Hoen et al. 2007 ). Today, immune surveillance in cancer is supported by both epidemiological data and cancer models. Still, immune surveillance represents only one dimension of the complex relationship between the immune system and cancer (Dunn et al. 2004a ) .
Immune surveillance creates a selective pressure in the tumor microenvironment that can ultimately edit tumor immunogenicity. This idea has prompted the development of the cancer immunoediting hypothesis to explain the dynamic relationship established between cancer and immunity (Dunn et al. 2004b ) . Cancer immunoediting is a multistep process comprising different phases: recognition, elimination, equilibrium, and escape ( Fig. 11.3 ). Through the process of transformation, normal cells express distinct tumor-specifi c markers and generate pro-infl ammatory "danger" signals that are recognized by the immune system and initiate the process of cancer immunoediting. Once these signals are recognized, cells and molecules of innate and adaptive immunity, which compose the cancer immune surveillance network, can eradicate the nascent tumor cells, protecting the host from tumor formation. This stage is characterized by a lack of clinical evidence of disease; therefore, it is diffi cult to determine how often tumors are naturally eradicated. In addition, the tumor antigens and the immune mechanisms that underlie this process remain poorly understood (Matsushita et al. 2012 ) . In any case, it is clinically evident that the immune system is unable to get rid of all emerging malignant cells.
When the elimination process is unsuccessful, tumor cells are capable of colonizing sites in the tissue microenvironment and enter the equilibrium phase, in which they may either be maintained chronically or be immunologically induced to change and produce new populations of tumor variants that are less immunogenic or possess mechanisms to control immune activation. In this phase, tumor cells can grow, although the immune system is still capable of controlling tumor progression. The escape phase refers to the fi nal outgrowth of tumors that eventually evolve into a state in which they can effectively evade, suppress, and overcome control by the immune system. Hanahan and Weinberg ( 2011 ) have included "evading immune destruction" as an emerging hallmark of cancer, in addition to the previously established capabilities acquired during the multistep development of human tumors. Many immunomodulatory mechanisms operate in tumors. These include the selection of tumor cells that no longer provoke a T cell-mediated immune response as a result of the loss of expression or presentation of tumor antigens (DuPage et al. 2012 ) . At this point, tumors can progress and become clinically detectable. Moreover, at this stage, tumor cells can take advantage of the infl ammatory microenvironment associated with the immune response and use it to promote carcinogenesis (Grivennikov et al. 2010 ) . In fact, most solid malignancies trigger an intrinsic infl ammatory response that builds up a protumorigenic microenvironment (Mantovani et al. 2008 ) . The heterogeneous role of the immune response in the pathogenesis of cancer is exemplifi ed by the divergent functions of immune cells found within the tumor microenvironment. Immune infi ltrates can be located in the center of the tumor, in the invasive margin, or in the adjacent tissue. This component of the tumor microenvironment encompasses a wide variety of immune cells that is extremely diverse from patient to patient; however, most of the cells are macrophages and T cells.
Considerable evidence has been accumulated to support a dual role for TAMs in the regulation of tumor cell proliferation, invasion, and angiogenesis and immune control (Kataki et al. 2002 ; Lewis and Pollard 2006 ) . High TAM content is generally correlated with poor prognosis (Quatromoni and Eruslanov 2012 ) , but, depending on their stage of differentiation and activation, tissue macrophages have the ability to promote or inhibit neoplasia (Montuenga and Pio 2007 ) . T cells can also exert both tumor-suppressive and tumor-promoting effects (Fridman et al. 2012 ) . Tumorinfi ltrating T cells can attenuate the metastatic potential of tumor cells and are correlated with better survival in many different tumor types (Galon et al. 2006 ; Laghi et al. 2009 ). However, many T-cell subsets found in solid tumors are involved in tumor promotion, progression, or metastasis (Roberts et al. 2007 ; Aspord et al. 2007 ) .
In particular, regulatory T cells are considered the most powerful suppressors of antitumor immunity (Zou 2006 ) . Regulatory T cells promote immunosuppression via direct effects on activated T cells or via the secretion of immunosuppressive cytokines such as IL-10 and transforming growth factor (TGF)-β (Thornton and Shevach 1998 ; Hawrylowicz and O'Garra 2005 ). An increased number of these cells in the tumor microenvironment confers growth and metastatic advantages and predicts a marked reduction in patient survival (Curiel et al. 2004 ; Shimizu et al. 2010 ) . Therefore, the immune microenvironment surrounding the tumor comprises a highly heterogeneous population of immune cells with pro-and antitumor activities.
Whether the immune system limits or promotes tumor growth depends on a delicate balance between opposing forces. As is shown in the next sections, this duality in tumor immunity is also seen in the interrelationship between cancer and complement activation.
Complement in Immune Surveillance Against Tumors
Once a threatening body is recognized by the complement system, the activating steps initiate an infl ammatory reaction, the opsonization of the target cell, and, in some cases, its killing. This conventional role of complement may have an effect on the control of tumor growth. The numerous genetic and epigenetic alterations associated with carcinogenesis dramatically change the morphology and composition of the cell membrane. Altered glycosylation is considered a hallmark of cancer cells (Hakomori 2002 ; Hollingsworth and Swanson 2004 ; Miyagi et al. 2012 ) , and progression of epithelial cells from a normal to malignant phenotype is associated with an aberrant increase in the metabolism of membrane phospholipids (Costello and Franklin 2005 ; Glunde and Serkova 2006 ; Griffi n and Kauppinen 2007 ) .
Although there is no irrefutable evidence for the existence of an effective immune surveillance mediated by complement, these changes in the composition of cell membranes may target tumor cells for complement recognition. In fact, several observations support the capacity of complement to recognize malignant cells. In a recent report, lung cancer cell lines were shown to deposit C5 and generate C5a more effi ciently than bronchial epithelial cells (Corrales et al. 2012 ). Moreover, a signifi cant increase in C5a was found in the plasma samples of patients with nonsmall-cell lung cancer, suggesting that the local generation of C5a within tumors may be followed by its systemic diffusion (Corrales et al. 2012 ) . In primary lung tumors, C3b (but not MAC deposition) can be detected by immunohistochemistry (Niehans et al. 1996 ) . C3c and C4 are elevated in patients with lung cancer (Gminski et al. 1992 ) , and complement levels correlate with tumor size (Nishioka et al. 1976 ). Several studies of other cancer types also have suggested that the complement system is activated in response to the expression of tumor-associated antigens, with the subsequent deposition of complement components on tumor tissue (Guidi et al. 1988 ; Zurlo et al. 1989 ; Niculescu et al. 1992 ; Baatrup et al. 1994 ; Yamakawa et al. 1994 ; Lucas et al. 1996 ; Gasque et al. 1996 ; Bu et al. 2007 ). Elevated levels of C3a and soluble C5b-9 are present in the intraperitoneal ascitic fl uid of patients with ovarian cancer (Bjorge et al. 2005 ) . The lectin pathway of complement activation has been found to be signifi cantly increased in patients with colorectal cancer when compared to healthy subjects (Ytting et al. 2004 ) , and the MASP-2 concentration in serum has been reported to be an independent prognostic marker for poor survival (Ytting et al. 2005 ). Higher complement hemolytic activity and C3 levels have been observed in serum samples from children with neuroblastoma (Carli et al. 1979 ) and elevated complement levels have similarly been reported in patients with carcinomas of the digestive tract (Maness and Orengo 1977 ) or with brain tumors (Matsutani et al. 1984 ) . In vivo alterations in the activation of the classical pathway have been described in patients with chronic lymphatic leukemia (Fust et al. 1987 ; Schlesinger et al. 1996 ) , with a strong positive correlation between survival and the initial activity of the classical pathway of complement (Varga et al. 1995 ) .
All these observations support the capacity of complement to recognize malignant cells. However, little is known about the tumor-associated antigens that are involved in the recognition of cancer cells by complement and the exact mechanisms that drive this activation. In the TC-1 syngeneic mouse model of cervical cancer, the classical pathway was found to be the main contributor to complement activation (Markiewski et al. 2008 ) . Evidence for the classical pathway of complement activation also has been found in patients with papillary thyroid carcinoma (Lucas et al. 1996 ) , follicular lymphoma, and mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma (Bu et al. 2007 ). In contrast, the alternative complement pathway has been found to be activated in lymphoblastoid cell lines (Budzko et al. 1976 ; Theofi lopoulos and Perrin 1976 ; McConnell et al. 1978 ) and patients with multiple myeloma (Kraut and Sagone 1981 ) . In childhood acute lymphoblastic leukemia, amplifi cation of the alternative pathway after activation of the classical pathway has been suggested (Kalwinsky et al. 1976 ). On the other hand, the capacity of lung cancer cell lines to produce C5a in the absence of an exogenous source of complement components (i.e., serum), suggests that, apart from the traditional pathways of complement activation, cancer cells may have the capacity to activate complement by an extrinsic activation mechanism (Corrales et al. 2012 ) . The production of anaphylatoxins by cancer cells may be mediated by soluble and membrane-bound proteases, such as serine proteases of the coagulation and fi brinolysis systems or cell-bound proteases (Huber-Lang et al. 2002 , 2006 Amara et al. 2008 ) . A better analysis of the pathways by which cancer cells activate complement would greatly improve our understanding of the interplay between complement and cancer and may be of value in identifying new diagnostic biomarkers and molecular targets for anticancer therapies. Changes in plasma complement components as part of the host's response to chemotherapy may also be useful as early predictive markers of a response to treatment (Michlmayr et al. 2011 ).
Mechanisms for Adaptation and Control of Complement Activation: Implications for Cancer Immunotherapy
There is suffi cient basis to propose that neoplastic transformation is accompanied by an increased capacity to activate complement. However, cancer cells exhibit a number of strategies to resist complement attack. Many of these resistance mechanisms also are used by normal cells to avoid accidental activation or bystander effects from a local activation of complement. However, cancer cells develop additional mechanisms to inhibit complement activation ( Fig. 11.4 ). Cancer-associated resistance mechanisms can be divided into two categories: extracellular and intracellular (Jurianz et al. 1999 ) . One of the best characterized extracellular mechanisms is the expression of mCRPs. This research area has been extensively reviewed (Gorter and Meri 1999 ; Fishelson et al. 2003 ; Yan et al. 2008 ; Gancz and Fishelson 2009 ; Kolev et al. 2011 ) . With the exception of CR1, most cancers -whatever their tissue origin -express at least two, if not three, mCRPs. In several cancer types, increased levels of CD59 have been found to be associated with resistance to CDC (Brasoveanu et al. 1996 ; Jarvis et al. 1997 ; Chen et al. 2000 ; Coral et al. 2000 ) , increased metastatic potential (Loberg et al. 2005 ) , or poor prognosis (Xu et al. 2005 ; Watson et al. 2006 ) . For example, prostatic tumors and medullary thyroid carcinomas overexpress the regulator CD55 and its receptor CD97 (Loberg et al. 2005 ; Mustafa et al. 2004 ) . A deficiency of CD55 in mice signifi cantly enhances T-cell responses ).
In colorectal carcinoma, the expression of CD55 is associated with poor prognosis (Durrant et al. 2003 ) . In contrast, the loss of CD55 has been related to poor prognosis in breast cancer (Madjd et al. 2004 ) . CD46 is perhaps the mCRP with the lowest level of variation between tumors and normal tissue. Nevertheless, CD46 levels are correlated with tumor grade and recurrence in breast tumors (Rushmere et al. 2004 ; Madjd et al. 2005 ) . Cell lines from various cancer types release soluble forms of the mCRPs (Bjorge et al. 2005 ; Brasoveanu et al. 1997 ; Hindmarsh and Marks 1998 ; Nasu et al. 1998 ; Jurianz et al. 2001 ; Li et al. 2001 ; Morgan et al. 2002 ; Donin et al. 2003 ) , and many of these forms also have been detected in patients with cancer (Niehans et al. 1996 ; Li et al. 2001 ; Morgan et al. 2002 ; Seya et al. 1995 ; Sadallah et al. 1999 ; Gelderman et al. 2002a ; Kawada et al. 2003 ; Hakulinen et al. 2004 ; Kohno et al. 2005 ) . These forms of mCRPs are able to bind to tumor cells and should be considered contributors to the resistance of tumor cells to complement activation.
Soluble complement regulators, including factor H and FHL-1, are also important in the resistance of tumor cells to complement activation and CDC (Bjorge et al. 2005 ; Reiter and Fishelson 1989 ; Ollert et al. 1995 ; Junnikkala et al. 2000 ; Ajona et al. 2004 ) . A clinically approved immunoassay for the detection of bladder cancer in urine is based on the quantifi cation of factor H (Kinders et al. 1998 ; Cheng et al. 2005 ). H2 glioblastoma cells are able to bind factor H and FHL-1, promoting the inactivation of C3b (Junnikkala et al. 2000 ) . In the melanoma cell line SK-MEL-93-2, factor H seems to be the dominant factor regulating the activation of complement (Ollert et al. 1995 ). An anti-factor H antibody enhances the complement-mediated killing of cells obtained from a Burkitt's lymphoma (Corey et al. 1997 ) . Some cancer cells are protected from complement attack by sequestration of factor H to the cell surface through members of the SIBLING family (Fedarko et al. 2000 ; Jain et al. 2002 ) . Factor H and FHL-1 are highly expressed by ovarian carcinomas, and both proteins are abundantly present in ascites from these tumors (Junnikkala et al. 2002 ) . In vitro studies have shown that lung cancer cell lines are more resistant to CDC than are human nasal epithelium primary cell cultures (Varsano et al. 1996 ; Varsano et al. 1998 ). This resistance may be mediated by the expression and secretion of factor H and FHL-1 to the extracellular milieu (Ajona et al. 2004 ) . Downregulation of factor H reduces the growth of lung cancer cells in vivo (Ajona et al. 2007 ) , and its expression in lung adenocarcinomas may be associated with worse prognosis (Cui et al. 2011 ).
Non-small-cell lung cancer cell lines also express factor I and C4BP, which efficiently support the cleavage of C3b and C4b in vitro (Okroj et al. 2008 ). Lung cancer cell lines downregulate the expression of factor H, factor I, CD46, and CD55 under hypoxic conditions and during hypoxia/reoxygenation, implying that, under these conditions, cancer cells reduce their reliance on mechanisms to control complement activation while keeping free from CDC (Okroj et al. 2009 ). In patients with various nonmetastatic solid tumors, C4BP plasma levels were found to be signifi cantly higher than in control subjects (Battistelli et al. 2005 ) . C4BP is able to bind to SK-OV-3, SW626, and Caov-3 ovarian adenocarcinoma cell lines, and this binding may lead to an increased control of classical pathway activation (Holmberg et al. 2001 ) . Other soluble complement regulatory proteins such as C1 inhibitor (Gasque et al. 1996 ; Bjorge et al. 2005 ; Jurianz et al. 2001 ; Morris et al. 1982 ; Buo et al. 1993 ) and clusterin (Trougakos and Gonos 2002 ) may also be involved in the protection of cancer cells from complement activation.
In addition to the expression of mCRP and soluble regulators, there are several alternative mechanisms that can be used by cancer cells to control complement activation. Tumor cells can release proteases that cleave complement components (Ollert et al. 1990 ) or express them in their cell membrane (Paas et al. 1999 ; BohanaKashtan et al. 2005 ) . Tumor cells are able to eliminate the MAC by endocytosis or vesiculation (Morgan 1992 ; Moskovich and Fishelson 2007 ) . Sublytic doses of the MAC can, surprisingly, provide intracellular protection against complement attack. Insertion of the MAC into the cell membrane causes a variety of biological effects, including entrance into the cell cycle, resistance to apoptosis, expression of adhesion molecules, or augmentation of complement resistance (Morgan 1989 ; Liu et al. 2012 ) . The mechanisms responsible for this protection are poorly understood but involve an increase in intracellular concentrations of calcium and the activation of protein kinases (Carney et al. 1990 ; Soane et al. 2001 ; Kraus et al. 2001 ) . The signaling activation triggered by sublytic doses of MAC is discussed in greater detail in the next section.
The effectiveness of complement regulators in protecting tumor tissues from complement injury has led to the idea that inhibiting the function of these regulatory proteins will enhance monoclonal antibody-based immunotherapy. The number of monoclonal antibodies approved for cancer treatment has rapidly increased since rituximab, an anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody used for treatment of malignant lymphoma, was fi rst used for the treatment of lymphomas (Schrama et al. 2006 ) (Table 11 .1 ). Monoclonal antibodies normally use a combination of mechanisms to direct cytotoxic effects to a tumor cell (Weiner et al. 2010 ) . They target tumor-specifi c and tumor-associated antigens and block important cancer activities. In addition, many of them are able to activate the immune system and mediate Fc domain-based reactions, such as antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity and complement fi xation (Kolev et al. 2011 ) . Successful complement activation by these therapeutic antibodies can have multiple effects on the immune response against tumors (i.e., the formation of the MAC, opsonization, and release of proinfl ammatory anaphylatoxins). However, the above-described protective mechanisms against complement activation hamper the clinical effi cacy of cancer therapies based on the use of monoclonal antibodies that can activate complement. For example, rituximab exerts its effects against malignant lymphomas through a variety of mechanisms, including CDC (Di Gaetano et al. 2003 ; Cragg and Glennie 2004 ; Beum et al. 2008 ) . The effi cacy of rituximab seems to be limited by the expression of complement regulatory proteins in B-cell lymphoma cell lines (Golay et al. 2000 ; Cardarelli et al. 2002 ) Therefore, it is logical to assume that the anticancer effi cacy of monoclonal antibodies would be enhanced by overcoming the protection exerted by complement regulators.
Several strategies to overcome this protection have been tested experimentally in vitro and in animal models (Fishelson et al. 2003 ; Gancz and Fishelson 2009 ; Kolev et al. 2011 ) (Table 11 .2 ). These strategies include blockade of the activity of the regulators, downregulation of their expression, or their removal from the cell surface (Brasoveanu et al. 1996 ; Ajona et al. 2007 ; Di Gaetano et al. 2001 ; Andoh et al. 2002 ; Blok et al. 2003 ; Nagajothi et al. 2004 ; Terui et al. 2006 ; Shi et al. 2009 ; Gao et al. 2009 ; Hsu et al. 2010 ; Geis et al. 2010 ; Bellone et al. 2012 ). However, targeting inhibitory molecules to complement regulators in vivo is technically challenging and may have unwelcome consequences for normal cells. To limit the inhibitory effect on the tumor microenvironment, some researchers have proposed strategies such as the use of a biotin-avidin system (Macor et al. 2006 ) or bispecifi c monoclonal antibodies that target a tumor antigen and simultaneously block a major complement regulatory protein (Gelderman et al. 2002b (Gelderman et al. , 2004a (Gelderman et al. , 2005 . All these strategies are limited by the fact that each tumor may be equipped with specifi c mechanisms of cell protection, and a concerted action against different protective mechanisms may be needed. An alternative approach would be to improve the complement-mediated effector mechanisms of monoclonal antibodies through genetic engineering or conjugation. Several strategies have been devised for turning a non-complement-fi xing antibody into a complement-fi xing antibody to be employed in immunotherapy, including the selection of the Ig subclasses (IgG1 and IgG3) that are most effi cient in activating complement and the production of IgG1-containing recombinant variants of Fc that exhibit increased capacity to induce CDC or antibody-dependent cytotoxicity (Macor and Tedesco 2007 ) . Heteroconjugates comprising antitumor antibodies and molecules such as cobra venom factor, C3b, or iC3b have been used (Reiter and Fishelson 1989 ; Gelderman et al. 2002b ; Juhl et al. 1990 Juhl et al. , 1995 Juhl et al. , 1997 Yefenof et al. 1990 ). Alteration of the glycosylation pattern has been shown to enhance the lytic potential of monoclonal antibodies without affecting their affi nity or specifi city (Schuster et al. 2005 ) . The Fc region can be engineered to enhance the CDC activity of therapeutic antibodies (Moore et al. 2010 ) , and bispecifi c antibodies have been engineered to recruit complement effector functions (Holliger et al. 1997 ) . Mixtures of several antibodies have been proposed (Macor et al. 2006 ; Spiridon et al. 2002 ; Kennedy et al. 2003 ) . β-Glucan has been used to induce CR3-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (Gelderman et al. 2004b ). In addition, the extracellular domain of the CR2 fused to an IgG Fc domain has been successfully used in syngeneic mouse Targeting distinct epitopes of the same antigen CR2-Fc fusion β-glucan CVF cobra venom factor; CR2 complement receptor 2 tumor models (Elvington et al. 2012 ) . The molecular architecture of the antigens selected for immunotherapy and the antibody concentration also seem to be essential for the proper induction of CDC (Ragupathi et al. 2005 ; Livingston et al. 2005 ; Beurskens et al. 2012 ).
Complement Activation Can Promote Carcinogenesis
In the cancer setting, researchers have traditionally focused on the role of complement in the tagging and elimination of tumor cells. However, recent work has challenged this conventional view. The fact that mice defi cient in C3 or C5aR show decreased tumor growth when compared to wild-type mice suggests that complement proteins may perversely promote malignancy (Corrales et al. 2012 ; Markiewski et al. 2008 ; Nunez-Cruz et al. 2012 ) . In line with this hypothesis, several studies have demonstrated a role for activated components of the complement system in the various stages of carcinogenesis. Complement can assist the escape of tumor cells from immunosurveillance, promote angiogenesis, activate mitogenic signaling pathways, sustain cellular proliferation and insensitivity to apoptosis, and participate in tumor cell invasion and migration (Rutkowski et al. 2010a ) (Fig. 11.5 ).
Complement and Immunosuppression
Activation of specifi c T cells against tumor-associated antigens has been demonstrated in cancer patients and mouse models (Boon et al. 1997 ; Peterson et al. 2003 ) . However, multiple evasion mechanisms in tumor and stromal cells reduce immune function, causing a miscarriage of tumor rejection by effector immune cells (Umansky and Sevko 2013 ) . Tumor-derived immunosuppressive mechanisms can be summarized as the downregulation (or loss) of major histocompatibility complex class I molecules, tumor-associated antigens, or danger signals and as the secretion of immunosuppressive factors such as vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), TGF-β, IL-10, reactive oxygen species, and prostaglandins (Kim et al. 2006 ) . Immunosuppression is orchestrated by cells of lymphoid and myeloid origin that are recruited and activated in the tumor microenvironment. These immunosuppressive cells include regulatory T cells, TAMs, regulatory/tolerogenic dendritic cells, and myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSCs) (Zou 2005 ) . Recent studies have linked complement activation to the induction of a suppressive immune response. Differentiation of regulatory T cells is correlated with the C5a concentration within the tumor (Gunn et al. 2012 ) . It also has been proposed that the generation of inducible regulatory T cells can be mediated by co-engagement of CD3 and the complement regulator CD46 in the presence of IL-2 (Kemper et al. 2003 ) . Nevertheless, the effect of this complement receptor (highly expressed on lymphocytes) on the generation of inducible regulatory T cells within tumors has not yet been demonstrated. On the other hand, several studies have emphasized the pivotal role of MDSCs in tumor immunosuppression (Gabrilovich and Nagaraj 2009 ; Ostrand-Rosenberg and Sinha 2009 ) . Like their mature counterparts (monocytes and neutrophils), MDSCs also respond to C5a anaphylatoxin. C5a released as a result of complement activation on tumor cells is connected to the recruitment and activation of MDSCs into tumors (Markiewski et al. 2008 ) . Among the various mechanisms used by MDSCs to inhibit T-cell function, the production and release of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species seem to be critical for their suppressive capabilities. C5a may play a key role as a chemoattractant for a subpopulation of MDSCs that is morphologically related to neutrophils (polymorphonuclear MDSCs) and as an activator of the production of reactive oxygen and nitrogen species in the monocyte-like subpopulation (Markiewski et al. 2008 ) . The role of C5a in the immunosuppressive function of MDSCs was confi rmed ex vivo when isolated MDSCs from C5aR-defi cient mice were unable to inhibit T-cell proliferation (Markiewski et al. 2008 ) . Moreover, in a lung cancer mouse model, the blockade of C5a signaling downregulated the expression of key immunosuppressive molecules within the tumors. These molecules included ARG1, IL-10, IL-6, CTLA4, LAG3, and PDL1 (Corrales et al. 2012 ) . All these studies suggest that C5a can suppress the T-cell-mediated antitumor response by promoting an immunosuppressive microenvironment and recruiting regulatory T cells and MDSCs into the tumor.
Complement and Angiogenesis
Angiogenesis, the creation of new vessels from preexisting ones, is a key mechanism of carcinogenesis that is directly related to the aggressiveness of the tumor (Carmeliet 2003 ) . Complement-activated factors have been related, either directly or indirectly, to neovascularization in several diseases. Because of the heterogeneity of the studies and diseases examined, there is some controversy about the pro-or anti-angiogenic role of the complement system in neovascularization.
An anti-angiogenic effect of C3 and C5 was observed in a model of retinopathy of prematurity, in which C5a stimulated macrophages toward an angiogenesisinhibitory phenotype and induced the secretion of the anti-angiogenic soluble VEGF receptor-1 (Langer et al. 2010 ). This anti-angiogenic factor also was upregulated in monocytes by complement activation products in an antibody-independent model of spontaneous miscarriage and intrauterine growth restriction (Girardi et al. 2006 ). The soluble receptor was able to sequester circulating VEGF and placental growth factor, altering the balance of angiogenic factors in pregnancy (Girardi et al. 2006 ) .
In contrast, a role for complement in the activation of angiogenesis has been demonstrated in age-related macular degeneration, a disease caused by choroidal neovascularization. Both C3a and C5a are present in the lipoproteinaceous deposits, also called drusen, that appear between the choroid and the retinal pigmented epithelium in patients with age-related macular degeneration and in animals with laser-induced choroidal neovascularization (Nozaki et al. 2006 ) . Both anaphylatoxins seem to be involved in the induction of VEGF expression in retinal pigmented epithelium cells, thereby promoting the generation of new vessels. In addition, MAC and C3 are deposited in the eyes of animals with laser-induced choroidal neovascularization, concomitant with an increase in the expression of the angiogenic factors VEGF, TGF-β2, and basic fi broblast growth factor (Bora et al. 2005 ) . In a mouse model of epithelial ovarian cancer, a genetic C3 defi ciency impaired tumor vascularization by altering the function of endothelial cells (Nunez-Cruz et al. 2012 ) . However, in end point tumor specimens in the murine TC-1 cervical cancer model, C5aR blockade did not impair tumor angiogenesis (Markiewski et al. 2008 ). These results suggest that complement activation may be important in the promotion of angiogenesis only during the early steps of tumor formation. In vitro studies using endothelial cells support this conclusion. C5a stimulates chemotaxis and the formation of tube-like structures in gelled Matrigel in both human umbilical endothelial cells (Corrales et al. 2012 ; Schraufstatter et al. 2002 ) and human microvascular endothelial cells (Nunez-Cruz et al. 2012 ) . Like the response to TNF-α and lipopolysaccharide, the endothelial cell response to C5a involves the activation of genes that participate in endothelial adhesion, migration, and angiogenesis (Albrecht et al. 2004 ).
Complement and Tumor Cell Signaling
Various complement factors have been linked to the activation of signaling pathways in tumor cells. Deposition of C5b-9 has been demonstrated in various human malignancies (Vlaicu et al. 2013 ) . However, as mentioned earlier, tumor cells acquire resistance to complement attack, leading to the deposition of sublytic doses of the MAC on the cell membrane. Whereas a lytic dose of MAC is detrimental to cells because it induces an infl ux of Ca 2+ , mitochondrial damage, and adenosine triphosphate depletion (Kim et al. 1987 ) , sublytic doses of the MAC play a role in cell activation, proliferation, differentiation and the inhibition of apoptosis (Tegla et al. 2011 ) . These effects may be a result of the regulation of cell cycle genes activated by the phosphoinositide 3-kinase/Akt and extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) 1 pathways (Vlaicu et al. 2013 ) . Sublytic MACs activate several prooncogenic pathways such as the mitogen-activated protein kinase family of proteins, ERKs, p38 mitogen-activated protein kinases, and Jun N-terminal kinases (Kraus et al. 2001 ) ; the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase pathway (Niculescu et al. 1999 ) ; Ras (Niculescu et al. 1997 ); p70 S6 kinase; and the Janus kinase/signal transducers and activators of transcription pathway (Niculescu et al. 1999 ). C5b-9 also inhibits apoptosis by inducing the phosphorylation of Bad and blocking the activation of FLIP, caspase-8, and Bid (Tegla et al. 2011 ) . Several genes are regulated by sublytic doses of complement in oligodendrocytes (Badea et al. 1998 ) . Among these genes, designated response genes to complement (RGCs), is RGC-32, which was shown to bind and increase the kinase activity of CDC2/cyclin B1 and thus regulate the cell cycle (Badea et al. 2002 ) . It is likely that RGC-32 is involved in cell proliferation in vivo because it is overexpressed in malignant tumors of the human colon, kidney, stomach, and ovary (Fosbrink et al. 2005 ) . Finally, some complementactivated factors have been linked to the production of growth factors and cytokines that support neoplastic transformation. Signaling via C3aR and C5aR has been shown to be necessary for the survival of liver cells after partial hepatectomy through the induction of the cytokines IL-6 and TNF-α, both of which are necessary for liver regeneration and (in the case of IL-6) hepatoprotection (Markiewski et al. 2009 ). Moreover, in several animal models of central nervous system pathology, C5a has been shown to mediate neuroprotection and exert an antiapoptotic effect (Mukherjee and Pasinetti 2001 ; Mukherjee et al. 2008 ) . Overall, it is becoming more evident that complement factors can trigger oncogenic pathways, establishing the basis for the use of complement inhibitors in the treatment of cancer.
Complement and Tumor Cell Invasion and Migration
Metastasis is estimated to be the responsible for ~90 % of cancer deaths. This multistep process involves genetic and molecular changes in tumor and stromal cells, leading to local invasion, intravasation into the tumor vasculature, transit within the blood, extravasation into secondary sites, and, fi nally, the formation of metastases (Hanahan and Weinberg 2011 ) .
Complement proteins can participate in some of the processes that orchestrate invasion and metastasis. One of the key events in this process is the generation of mesenchymal derivatives from epithelial phenotypes, also called the epithelial-tomesenchymal transition (EMT). Activation of an EMT program during tumorigenesis often requires signaling between cancer and stromal cells such as fi broblasts, myofi broblasts, granulocytes, macrophages, mesenchymal stem cells, and lymphocytes. These cells create a "reactive" stroma that seems to result in the release of EMT-inducing signals (Chaffer and Weinberg 2011 ) . Complement activation by tumor cells releases anaphylatoxins that can recruit stromal cells to the tumor. C3a and C5a have been shown to promote the chemotaxis of human bone marrowderived mesenchymal stem cells and robustly activate ERK1/2 and Akt (Schraufstatter et al. 2009 ). In the development of tubulointerstitial injury, C3a release seems to induce the EMT, at least partially in response to a decrease in the expression of E-cadherin (Tang et al. 2009 ). It is well documented that the expression of E-cadherin antagonizes invasion and metastasis, whereas a decrease in its expression has the opposite effect (Hanahan and Weinberg 2011 ) .
Complement proteins can also promote the degradation of the extracellular matrix (Rutkowski et al. 2010b ) . Although C1s can directly degrade collagens and gelatin in human cartilage, complement activation can also induce the release and activation of proteases such as matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-2 and -9 (Bandyopadhyay and Rohrer 2012 ) . In particular, C5a signaling through C5aR promotes the release of MMP-9 by macrophages (Gonzalez et al. 2011 ) . Proteases can, conversely, inactivate complement proteins, protecting tumor cells from complement attack. Overexpression of MMP-1 in a murine melanoma cell line protected these cells from the damaging effects of complement and promoted the formation of lung metastasis in vivo (Rozanov et al. 2006 ) . In melanoma cells, the overexpression of procathepsin-L, another protease with anticomplement capacity, similarly increased the tumorigenicity of the cells and switched their phenotype from nonmetastatic to highly metastatic (Frade et al. 1998 ) . Therefore, the context-dependent interaction between matrix proteases and complement activation illustrates once again the duality in the relationship between cancer and the complement system.
Concluding Remarks
An anticancer function for complement is well illustrated by its contribution to the clinical effi cacy of monoclonal antibodies for the treatment of neoplasias. However, the biological functions of the complement system are much more diverse than a simple elimination of target cells. In fact, complement recognition of cancer cells may be an element of immunosurveillance, with complement taking part in the elimination of tumors and at the same time serving as a force for immunoselection. This idea is entirely consistent with our growing recognition of the homeostatic function of the complement system. Furthermore, in the context of chronic infl ammation, complement elements can promote tumor growth. Recent reports of the role of complement activation in the pathogenesis of cancer stress this duality. The expression of immune modulators in the tumor microenvironment dictates the balance between antitumor and tumor-promoting complement activities. It is clinically evident that when complement fails to protect an organism from growing tumors, this balance is tilted toward protumor infl ammation. However, to date, we still have only fragmentary knowledge concerning the interplay between complement activation and tumor cells. We need to both identify those tumor-associated antigens that are able to stimulate complement and better understand the intricate mechanisms of activation and resistance. These studies will permit the development of new therapeutic strategies for cancer that are aimed at modulating this interaction and enhancing immunologically based cancer therapies. Additional in vivo models are needed to validate the strategy of using complement inhibitors to treat cancer.
